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Abstract. Literacy is one of the essential factors that support students’ success in everyday life. Through brochures, the students could create meaningful activities during literacy sessions. This study aims at describing student literacy through Balinese temple brochures. The research was design using a qualitative approach. The subject of study were students in the third semester of Penerangan Agama Hindu study program, STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja. The data were collected through observation, questionnaire, and interview. The result of the study showed that brochures were helpful to increase student's English skills. As well as the students would be able to enrich English vocabulary which is useful for their comprehension. The students also more realized that English can be beneficial for their future careers.
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1 Introduction

In simple terms, literacy is the ability to read and write. The ability possessed by a person in processing and understanding information through reading and writing activities [1]–[3]. Although recently the notion of literacy began to develop. There are media literacy, economic literacy, health literacy, digital literacy, etc. But the main thing in literacy is actually reading and writing [4], [5]. This ability must be mastered by each individual as a soft skill that will later help the individual to be able to adapt and carry out self-development in his environment.

Furthermore, literacy is a means of recognizing, understanding, and applying knowledge [6], [7]. Without this ability, of course, you will not be able to absorb or process information intelligently, effectively, and wisely. Ability to access, understand, and use information intelligently through various activities, including reading, viewing, listening, writing, and speaking. Then literacy is also the ability to read, write, view, and design things, accompanied by the ability to think critically which causes a person to communicate effectively and efficiently so that it is beneficial for himself and others [8], [9]. So that it can be said that literacy is the ability to speak in communicating with the environment.

This literacy ability cannot be separated from the language ability itself. To strengthen literacy, language skills must also be strengthened [10], [11]. So that language is the key to the success of a person’s literacy skills. This language ability should always be honed. In this era of society 5.0, it is not enough for every individual to only master one language but must be able to master international languages such as English. English is an international language that is used in communication throughout the world [12]. In this digital era, information that is accessed and processed is various information from all over the world, most of which use
English as an introduction. Likewise, in communication. Today communication can be done remotely using various communication applications and social media.

Thus, literacy concerning English must be nurtured from an early age. English literacy as the ability to read and write in English and also using appropriate expressions in English, especially in written form [13]. This can be done in an integrated manner through learning English by utilizing interesting learning media and can improve one's literacy skills [14], [15]. So that the expected results can increase in tandem. English proficiency increases, as well as literacy skills in English also increases. These two things are very closely related. It cannot only improve English language skills, without the process of accessing and processing information effectively, efficiently, intelligently, and wisely. Likewise, communicating globally by using English wisely.

As was done in learning English in the English Application course at the Penerangan Agama Hindu Study Program, the Dharma Duta Department, STAHN MPU Kuturan Singaraja was introduced to learning media in the form of English brochures in the English Language Application lecture. The brochure used here is a brochure about the information on various temples in Bali. The brochure contains detailed information about the history, philosophy, and description of the location and form of the temple in English. By using this brochure, learning activities in lectures are designed by using the information in the brochure to practice the four skills in English. These four skills are reading, listening, writing, and speaking. In addition, they can understand information, and exchange information wisely.

Brochures are information media that have the function of disseminating information or promotions related to something, both regarding the information on a place, object, or product, as well as activities, public services [16], [17]. The brochure is printed on two sides, folded in a certain pattern so that it can be seen from various sides for more efficiency. Brochures are used to make information easier to understand in a short time. Brochures are designed as attractive and simple as possible so that people will be interested in reading and understanding the information you want to explain or disseminate [18], [19]. Brochures are general which are intended for everyone so that the language used is common and easy to understand. Arranged systematically to make information easy to understand chronologically.

Having a language that is easy to understand and systematically arranged, makes brochures suitable as a learning medium. In addition, the brochure also has an attractive and simple design, so that students can be enthusiastic about learning English [20], [21]. Good learning media are media that are following the learning objectives themselves, the characteristics of the media are following learning activities, being able to support learning content, easy to obtain, easy access, does not take a long time to use, media compatibility with the way students think, following the situation and environmental conditions, according to the ability of the teacher or lecturer, and effective in supporting lectures in terms of time, place, etc.

In ELT the media has a very vital role to develop four English skills, reading, listening, writing, and speaking. These four skills are developed through various learning activities that can train and improve students' ability to speak English [22], [23]. Learning media and learning activities must be related and have goals according to the expected indicators [24]. Furthermore, learning media is a tool, material, or condition that is used to support the learning process, as an intermediary for communication, as a form of system concept, and learning concept [25]. So that the brochure is fulfilled as a learning medium. Even brochures are real objects that are used as learning media. Has a high authenticity value that can later be used by students in the real world.

In a study conducted by Sari and Syafei in 2013 that tourism brochures can improve the English skills of vocational school students. In addition, students can find out new information
and make students more active and creative in learning activities [26]. Research conducted by Sukaton in 2013 as well as by Kurniawan and Rosa, researched the use of brochures for junior high school students to improve students’ speaking skills. Students become aware of their ideas in speaking using brochures [27]. Research in 2021 by Joraboyev from Russia explained that brochures are authentic media that can motivate students and make students more comfortable. They can learn through their environment, utilizing objects or media that exist directly from the environment, making them easier to understand and more comfortable [28]. Likewise, the research conducted by Damanhouri in 2021 with scaffolding learning, one of which was using brochure media. Students show a positive attitude and good motivation in learning [29].

Seeing from various previous studies in the use of brochure media in ELT shows a positive impact in supporting the learning process and improving students' English skills. Both the four skills such as reading, listening, writing, speaking, and can increase students' motivation, good behavior, comfort, and confidence. Taking this into account, the researcher wants to conduct further investigations into the use of brochures, in this case, the Balinese Temple Brochure used in the ELT class for the English Language Applications Course, Information Study Program, Department of Dharmaduta, STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja. Can using this brochure improve their English skills and mastery of English vocabulary for their future career development?

2 Research Methods

This research was categorized as descriptive qualitative research which the data was gathered through observation, questionnaire, and interview. The observations were conducted during four meetings. Observation is defined as a basic method for obtaining data in qualitative research and the purpose is to understand complex interactions in a natural setting [30]. In this case, the researcher collected the data about student literacy through Balinese temple brochures during the third semester of Penerangan Agama Hindu Study Program, STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja. The researcher observed how the students used the Balinese temple brochures as media during literacy sessions. Thus, the result of observation would be able to support the data in this research.

In addition, the researcher conducted the interview session. Interview was done to get a deeper understanding of the phenomenon which couldn’t be gained through observation alone. The researcher used a structured interview which is getting certain information from the subject. In this case, the interview session was done to know the students' responses after literacy sessions. The researcher chooses two students as representatives to answer some questions during the interview session. And the last, the questionnaire was given to all students of the third semester at Penerangan Agama Hindu Study Program, STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja. The questionnaire items are displayed in the google form. 8 students in the class participated in filling the questionnaire. Besides, the students were instructed to give marks which are shown in the google form questionnaire. Each answer had to be assessed using the formula shown below:

\[
\text{Percentage: } \frac{\text{Total score}}{\text{Total of students}} \times 100\%
\]

The result of the questionnaire was used to collect the data more accurately. As well as, in analysing the data, the researcher used an interactive data analysis model which was developed by Miles and Huberman. There are four steps in this model namely data collection, data reduction, data display, and drawing conclusion and verification [31]. Besides, the researcher relied on triangulation to enhance the validity and reliability of the data. Triangulation is defined
as the use of two or more methods of data collection in the study of some aspect of human behaviour [32][33]. Thus, the results of the data were measured correctly and avoid some errors during this study.

3 Results and Discussion

According to the result of the observation, it could be found that literacy through the Balinese Temple Brochures helped the student easier in learning English. In this case, the researcher noticed that the students started the activity with analysed and read the Balinese Temple Brochure delivered by the lecturer. After that, the lecturer attracted the students by asking some questions related to brochures. In this activity, the student tried to answer the questions by using the English language. Even though they had limited vocabulary, the lecturer will have helped them to give additional information. Thus, the students had learned new vocabularies which suitable for the lesson.

In addition, the researcher found that the students also developed their English skills by creating Balinese Temple Brochure in English. They started to choose the Balinese Temple which they wanted to describe in the brochure. Then, the students designed the brochure by using a photo-editing application. The students looked more enthusiastic during this activity. They could work individually or even with their classmates. As well as they also applied new vocabulary in writing their brochure. Sometimes, the lecturer will be checked the student project and gave some suggestions during literacy sessions [34].

This statement is also supported by the result of the questionnaire. In this case, the researcher asked the students to fill the questionnaire in the google form. There were ten questions displayed in the questionnaire. Those questions items include (1) The students can recognize English vocabulary through the brochure, (2) The students can understand the content in the English brochure, (3) The students can pronounce the words and sentences in brochure, (4) The students can find the accurate information through English brochure, (5) The students can find the meaning of each word and sentence in Bahasa, (6) The students can write and design English brochure, (7) The students can convey the content of brochure in English, (8) The students have the motivation to learn English language through the brochure, (9) The students can improve their English vocabulary through brochure, (10) Literacy through English brochure will use for the future carrier.

In addition, the instructions and question items were also added in Bahasa. As well as there were five scales showed in the questioner. Those scales included strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), and strongly agree (5). The students were expected to be able to answer the question items naturally. The result of the questionnaire is shown below:

![Fig 1. The result of the student questioner](image-url)
The result of questioner showed that most of the students were ticked point 4 (agree) or even point 5 (strongly agree) on questionnaire items. It was assumed that the Balinese temple brochure could give a positive impact on students during literacy sessions. The advantages of the brochure as media in teaching English such as students feel comfortable and enjoy studying, the brochure can help students to explore vocabulary to develop their English skills, the brochure can help the students to get new information and generate their ideas, and brochure is easy to apply, simple, and colourful [35].

All of those advantages were generated with the result of this study. In this case, the students could widen their vocabulary which is useful for students' language development. This is also connected with the result of the questionnaire showed 66.70% strongly agree and 33.30% agree that brochures could improve students' vocabulary. Vocabulary is one of the important aspects to support the students in mastering language skills. By mastering vocabulary, the students were expected to be able to minimize the problem in learning the language.

The students who had rich vocabulary tend to be easier in mastering essential English skills. In this study, the researcher observed the students were challenged to learn new vocabulary which useful for daily life. It was connected with the data which explained 55.6% of students strongly agree and 44.40% of students agree that they were able to recognize their vocabulary through English brochure. When the students had many vocabularies, it would be easier in learning the language. Vocabulary is a core component of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for how well learners speak, listen, read, and write [36]. Some vocabularies items should be known by the student during learning the language. Those were nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, determiner, and conjunction. In this case, the use of the Balinese Temple Brochure could be one alternative to enrich the student vocabulary. The students will know the specific vocabulary used in explaining the Balinese temple.

Moreover, the mother language had an important role in learning the target language. In the process of teaching the foreign language, the teacher's use of mother tongue can influence the learner’s acquisition of the target language [37]. The use of mother tongue could help the students in understanding the new words and sentences which they did not know previously. In addition, mother tongue might be occasionally used, but teachers must keep in mind that exposure and practice is the main thing if they want to reach their teaching goals [37]. During the observation, the lecturer allowed students to find the meaning of each word and sentence in Bahasa. The students tried to find the meaning in a dictionary. As well as the students made small discussions with their friends to search the meaning. The lecturer directly asked the students to return to the target language when they already finished. So, the students could have a deep understanding of their language without forgetting their native language.

Besides, the data explained that 66.70% of students strongly agree and 33.30% agree that students were able to understand the content in the English brochure. In this case, the lecturer showed the Balinese Temple Brochure which attracts the students' attention. The lecture used simple language which appropriates with students' prior knowledge. Good criteria of the brochure should be clear, attractive, brief, and a good brochure will grab the attention of the reader, provide needed information while inspiring the reader to take action [38]. The researcher found that students were interested in the content of the Balinese temple brochure which provided simple explanations and colourful pictures. Thus, the implementation of the Balinese Temple Brochure was suitable for the students themselves.

In addition, the students can find accurate information through English brochures. The result of the questionnaire found that 88.90% strongly agree and 11.10% agree there was accurate information in the English brochure. This was evidence by the result of the students’ project during the literacy session. After the student read the example of the brochure, they
designed the brochure individually. The students should describe the accurate information about the Balinese temple includes the brief history, the location, etc. As well, they can be given the picture to catch the reader's attention. The picture could help the students to imagine the real things of menus so they could understand about it although they had never eaten before [39]. In another word, through pictures, the students quickly to gain the content which displayed in the brochure.

The student activity in writing the content of Balinese Temple Brochures became the one of important components of the successful literacy session. This was because during this activity the students were expected to be able to apply the language aspects in the form of brochures. There were many aspects of language included grammar, spelling, idioms, vocabulary, and culture [38]. Sometimes, the several aspects could not be fulfilled by the students. That condition made them difficult to finish their writing. Therefore, the lecturer should find alternative media during writing activities such as writing the brochure. In the beginning, the researcher found that the student had lack ability in writing. In this case, the lecturer stimulated the students by introducing some interesting brochure and explained how to write the brochure in a good way.

In addition, the lecturer monitored the progress of students during the writing activity. Based on the interview, the student felt enjoyable in finishing their project. Their confidence also improved during this activity. They looked more active in developing their creativity. It was supported with the result of the questionnaire which showed 66.70% strongly agree and 33.30% agree that the students were able to write and design the Balinese Temple Brochure. All the students could submit the project based on the due time. Here the example of students works about Balinese Temple Brochure:

![Fig 2. Besakih Temple Brochure](image)

Furthermore, the finding of the research showed that brochures could improve students speaking ability. It was evidenced by the students’ activity during the literacy session. The students should explain the content of their brochure by using the English language. Most of them were confident in sharing the information about their project. This was also connected with the percentage of the questionnaire where 44.40% strongly agree and 55.60% agree that the students were able to convey the brochure in English. This result was relevant to the nature of speaking where speaking is an action of conveying information or expressing one's thoughts and feelings in spoken language [39]. In practicing this speaking skill, the lecturer could give some corrections and suggestions about the students’ performance.

In addition, pronunciation is one of the components of speaking ability. Based on the result of the questionnaire the students believed that they could pronounce the word and sentence in the brochure. It was evident by the result of the questionnaire showed the percentage was 44.60% strongly agree and 55.60% agree. In this case, the lecturer emphasizes pronunciation.
during the teaching and learning process. The aspects of speaking that should be learned are grammar, vocabulary, content, pronunciation, and fluency [40]. When the student was able to complete those aspects, they can be fluently in sharing their ideas and opinion during the communication. In this research, the researcher noticed the lecturer instructed the students to pronounce words and sentences in the brochure loudly. During this activity, the researcher found that some students did mispronounce in pronouncing new words and sentences in the brochure. They could not know how to pronounce it correctly. They only tried to find the meaning in Bahasa without regarding the pronunciation. In this case, the lecturer directly gave an example of how to spell those words and sentences with the correct pronunciation.

In another meeting, the researcher found that there was an improvement of students in pronouncing the word or sentence. This situation happened when the students explained their final project. The lecturer allowed the students for sharpening their speaking abilities. They could describe the content of the Balinese Temple Brochure clearly. Therefore, brochures became an important aspect to encourage students' motivation during the learning process. Based on the students' interviews, the students had high motivation to improve their English skills through the brochure. It was because literacy through brochures involved four essential English. This statement was supported with the result of the students' questionnaires which showed 88.90% of the student strongly agree that they could motivate to study English through brochures. Thus, it can be concluded that brochures could build up the spirit of students during English lessons.

Moreover, the researcher noticed that the literacy activity through brochures could give a beneficial effect on students. Generally, the students who graduate from Penerangan Agama Hindu study program would continue their carrier as Hindu preachers, employees in the Ministry of Religion, etc. Therefore, the literacy activity through Balinese Temple Brochures was appropriate with their major study. In addition, the result of the questionnaire was 66.70% strongly agree and 33.30% agree that literacy through brochures will be useful for their future carrier. The implementation of this media could realize the students with the importance of English in the job market. Through the brochure, the students acquire English vocabulary speaking skills that they require in their career purpose [41]. Thus, by mastering the English skill the students were expected to be able to raise better prospect carrier in the future.

4 Conclusion

Literacy is one of core component to be developed for students since early age. Especially for university students, literacy can be inserted during English lesson. Balinese Temple Brochures could delivery as learning media for university students. It was supported by there were some beneficial effects of using brochures in improving four essential English skills. As well as the students also felt enjoy and became active. They have opportunity to express their ideas and creativity through brochure.

In addition, the implementation of Balinese Temple Brochure would be to give more knowledge for students at Penerangan Agama Hindu study program. It was related with their major study which learn about philosophy of Hindus religion and how to transfer it through communication. Thus, this activity could help the students in getting their future carrier. The students could realize the important of English as language which provide positive impact in everyday life.
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